
Resources for Homily 4th in O.T. C Sunday, January 30, 2022 
Readings: Jeremiah 1:4-5, 17-19; 1 Corinthians 12:31--13:13; Luke 4:21-30. 

Prophecy in the life of the disciple. 
 

1. Introduction: The central theme of today’s readings is that of finding out our calling. Jeremiah, St. Paul, and 
Jesus were called, especially, to be prophets. Not all of us are called to be prophets in that way, but all of us are 
called of God to fulfill His purpose. Jeremiah was called “before he was formed in the womb.” 
 

2. Summary of beginnings of discipleship in Ordinary Time: 
1st O.T. – The Baptism of Jesus – The identity of Jesus as the beloved Son of God. 
2nd O.T. – The Wedding at Cana – The reality of miracles and evidence for the supernatural. 
3rd O.T. – Importance of the Word of God – Nehemiah, St Paul, and Jesus. Jesus’s identity as Messiah.  
4th O.T. – Importance of discovering and responding to our calling by God.  

 

Scripture lessons:  
3. The first reading tells us how God called Jeremiah as His prophet and equipped him to face opposition and 
rejection. In his prophetic vocation, which he lived out while encountering rejection and persecution, Jeremiah 
prefigured Jesus, the greatest of all prophets. He was to call the leaders of Judah to faithfulness. Let us note that 
God said,  

“Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were born, I dedicated you, a prophet to the nations I 
appointed you.” 

 

This is a key Bible passage that tells us of the importance of protecting human life, of being against abortion. 
These ancient words in our First Reading from the Book of Jeremiah are meant for each one of us reflecting on 
them today! God has given us, His children, a purpose, and mission to fulfill while we are here on this earth. 
Embracing Stewardship as a way of life helps us to both find and fulfill the unique mission that God has in mind 
for each one of us. How?   
 

4. In the second reading, we hear Paul speaking with the courage of his convictions in correcting the Corinthian 
Christian community. Fraternal correction is of the essence of the prophetic ministry. In Corinth the exercise of 
the spiritual gifts was causing competition, jealousy and divisiveness.  St Paul guided them to a "way" which 
surpasses all others, namely, the way of love and instructs them to exercise all their gifts with love. Note the 
positive ways in which we are to “love” one another, not in feelings but in actions:  

“Love is patient, love is kind. It is not jealous, it is not pompous, it is not inflated, it is not rude, it does not seek its 
own interest, it is not quick-tempered, it does not brood over injury, it does not rejoice over wrongdoing but rejoices 
with the truth. It bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things” (vv 4-7).  
 

Remember that St. Thomas Aquinas defined love as “wanting the good for the other person” and if possible, 
helping to obtain that good. 
 

5. Today’s Gospel is a continuation of last Sunday’s gospel presenting Jesus at the synagogue of Nazareth, his 
hometown.  At the end of it he also identified himself as the Messiah. The passage shows us how Jesus faced 
skepticism and criticism with prophetic courage. He spoke back to them directly, correcting them. Jesus, like 
Jeremiah and Paul knew that they had to announce the truth, to correct people who held erroneous beliefs and to 
guide them in righteous behavior. Is this prophetic calling always welcomed or desired? But not all of us are 
called to be prophets. 
 

6. Our practice of stewardship can help us to evaluate continuously all areas of daily life. It calls us first to come 
to an awareness of the specific gifts God has given us in each area. Once we have been awakened to the 
particular ways in which God has blessed us, we can set about putting those gifts to the best possible use for the 
advancement of His Kingdom. While every baptized Christian is called to this universal mission, God has in 
mind a unique way for each one of us to carry it out. We need to ask ourselves if our daily use of the Time, 
Talent, and Treasure that God has given us aligns with our situation right now. 
  

7. But what is the real measuring stick in each of these areas? I would suggest that it is not the numbers 
themselves that please our Lord, although we need to pay attention to the numbers. Rather, as St. Paul tells us in 



the Second Reading today, the “measure” is the love that we put into the Time, Talent and Treasure we offer 
Him in grateful return.  

“If I have all faith so as to move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. If I give away everything I own 
and hand my body over so that I may boast but do not have love, I gain nothing.” God is not after a particular 
number. What He wants us to give over to Him is our very selves. 

 

 8. And let us again remember that “love” is not a feeling nor a sentiment but a decision to will or to do 
“the good” for our neighbor. What does this person really need? It might not be what he wants! We read later 
in St. Paul’s letter that real love takes strength: it is patient, kind, humble, other-centered, truth-seeking, and 
long-suffering. Love is the heroic giving of oneself even when it is uncomfortable.   
  

9. The relevance of this message to us today, especially in the growth of malignant evil. Six years ago I was 
reflecting on the book, The Sociopaths among us by Martha Stout, Ph.D. (Psychiatrist). She argues that 
“about one in twenty-five individuals are sociopathic, meaning essentially, that they do not have a conscience. It 
is not that this group fails to grasp the difference between good and bad; it is that the distinction fails to limit their 
behavior. Without the slightest blip of guilt or remorse, one in twenty-five people can do anything at all.” She 
describes graphically the consequences of this. It especially explains the explosion of shootings and violence in 
our culture. I wonder how many of our politicians are “sociopaths”? 
 

10. Expansion of abortion rights. Today, more immediate to us is the aggressive attempt to expand the right to 
abortion at the state level to murder babies, both born and unborn. The pro-abortion law passed in New York, but 
also proposed in Virginia, Rhode Island are incredibly evil. Here is Bishop Strickland’s judgment on it and the 
New York State Legislature’s attitude on its passage.  

 

The video of the “celebration” of New York legislators as they condemned even full-term unborn children to 
Death by Choice is a scene from Hell. Woe to those who ignore the sanctity of life, they reap the whirlwind of 
Hell. Stand against this holocaust in every way you can.  
 

11. Challenge and a local example: How can we know clearly the will of God in such a way so as to have 
firm belief and practice? Example of Dr. Stacy Trasankos (currently head of the St. Philip Institute in our 
Diocese) as a mother of four (now seven) plus five miscarriages as she had to do battle with Catholic doctors in 
failing Catholic hospitals in the northeast. They constantly harassed her to use immoral contraceptive methods 
and even to be sterilized (mutilated) in order not to have more children. She obviously resisted and has been a 
source of life and inspiration to all of us. To be wrong on this has disastrous circumstances.  
 

12. A reflection on the Big Picture. What might have been the consequences if we in the West had listened 
to the Church concerning contraception and abortion? A while back, I calculate that the births we would have 
had in our country without contraception since 1968 and legal abortion nationally since 1973 would give us a 
population of over 700M instead of our current 330M. How many gifted souls, for whom God had a divine 
purpose were murdered? Today the West is a dying culture being occupied and taken over by foreigners instead 
of leading the world in Christian values and morals. 
 

13. How difficult to know when a source of teaching is true? We need knowledge of the author and of his 
truth.  For example, when we question Pope Francis we need to go back to the Bible, the Catechism, and the 
history of interpretation of the issue. All this must be consistent to be true. 
 

14. Hence, we see in relation to our faith, we need to know Jesus and the values of our faith. Then, like Dr. 
Trasankos, we can identify those who are false, even if labeled “Catholic authorities” and seek out the truth. Let 
us invest time in knowing well our faith!  You and I need to have a rightly formed conscience and to be trained 
to make prudent decisions (see Heb 5:11-14).  I am convinced that we must work hard to be trained in God’s 
Word, in the Doctrine of the Church, and to be able to make critical, prudent judgments. We also need to collect 
around us a group of competent, capable friends that we can trust. Then we must live with the same strength and 
determination that we have seen in our readings.  What would it take for us to be truly prepared for our time?  
 

15. The two questions: 1). What is the action that I need to offer to God at the time of the offering?  2. What 
does God wants me to discover in this Mass to help make me the better-version-of-myself that He wants? 
 
 


